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“A man’s respect for law and order
exists in precise relationship to
the size of his paycheck.”
- Adam Clayton Powell Jr.

Entertainment
Descends From
Space
by the Interplanetary
Representative A. Ackbar

Residents of the HoughtonHancock area reported recently that rumors of an alien
landing have been spreading
since early last week. According to eyewitness Andrew
Markiewicz, an alien troupe
announced that they would
be taking over town effective
this Saturday.
The so-called ‘Galactic Vacationer’ will descend with his
loyal ship, the fifth in his series
of amazing vessels. The ‘V’
aka ‘Nicotine Machine’ has a
massive hull, ready for carrying
lots of abductees off to the
mother planet. Said Markiewicz, “It’s our understanding
that they’ve come to take
our greatest music appreciators away, hoping to form a
new appreciation across the
galaxy. Unfortunately, I don’t
think they realize people can’t
breathe in space.”
...see Bowie in SPACE on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the ABC’s.

Daily Liz and the End of the World
By Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

An amazing phenomenon of an unquantifiable magnitude has occurred. We
received a phone call from the future,
warning us that if Liz Fujita were to publish a Daily Bull that would consist only of
articles that she has written, then a series
of events would transpire that would
result in the end of civilization.
It all started at 12:05pm Wednesday
March 23, 2011. The phone in the
Bull Office rang with an ominous tone,
bringing back haunting memories of bananaphones. The voice on the other end,
shaken and stuttering, warned us of the
darkness that could be prevented if the
proper action is taken immediately. The
voice was occasionally muffled by the
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distant sound of nukes.
If Liz Fujita were to receive her own “Daily
Liz”, then our extremely communist readers will fly into an uncontrollable rage.
They will spread propaganda posters all
over campus in an attempt to recruit for
the planned resistance to usurp the Daily
Bull and create the Daily Mother Bear.
Our freedom-loving, flag-waving, RedWhite-and-Blue-Blooded readers will be
offended that the communists would try
and ruin this free expression of the First
Amendment. They would call the Department of Homeland Security to help
defend their rights by stripping it right
from under them. With all form of selfexpression abolished in
the military coo of Michigan Tech, MSU will riot
after someone dropped
their sandwich and then
the other Universities will
riot because of what had
happened.
Once the situation is
completely out of control, all institutes of higher
education would be
shut down. Overnight,

Sounds of bombs and warships echoed over the line.

What? It’s spring?
Not according to yesterday

...see End of the world
on back
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... End of the world. from front

everyone will drop 60 IQ points
and propose a bill to rename ‘the
United States of America’ to ‘Herpa
Derp’. Russia would wonder what
this nonsense is all about and after
some investigation, realize that
the earth must be cleansed of all
Americans to prevent future dumb.
Russia and China team up and fire
all of their nukes at North America.
America fires their nukes as retaliation
at the last second, resulting in total
nuclear war.
The Earth would become barren
and only 200 humans will survive the
chaos, composing of one telephone
operator, one physicist, and 198
psychics specializing in bending the
time-space continuum and making
collect calls (those jerks). They make
a last ditch effort to notify the past
to never allow Liz Fujita, or anyone
really, to ever have a Daily Bull composed of only their articles. We have
been warned.
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US Study Find That Things That Are
Blue, Tend to be Blue.
By Jon ‘Big O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

In a mysterious phenomenom of awareness.
optics and science, US scientists and
health experts have concluded that Countries of the world are currently
for the majority of things that are blue, seeking to issue out new vendors’
they tend to
liscenses to
be blue.
companies
wishing to
This news
change their
co m e s as a
names. “Many
revelation to
groups and
scientists and
companies
doctors everhave named
where. “ You
themselves Alsee, I had
so-red. Given
been under
that this is now
the assump- The formally also-red-man-group will now have to called blue,
change their name to the Blueman group. Win?
tion that all the
we are allowthings that were blue were actually red. ing the company to simply refile their
This is startling to me!” In a 17 year study liscenses and taxes as blue, and get on
of products, people, stuff, and things, with it. Hopefully, we can return to life
the governmental panel has indeed as normal, quickly,” Barack Obama said
confirmed the fears that things are in in a press conference.
fact blue when they are blue.
“It’s most puzzling. We’ve already filed
reports and requests to study other
things.” Among their list of fraudulently
wasted tax money is to study the effects of a hammer on a living human
being’s head, to see if guns can actually
aim, fire and kill of their own accord,
and to see if the color orange is itss
own color, or some bastardized blend
of other colors... like red and yellow. (I
know, crazy right?)
The repercussions of such a find hae
yet to be studied by doctors. Some
assume an entirely new market for
things that are blue will arise, as they
will no longer be mislabeled as ‘also
red.’ Others beleive that the discovery
will be but a footnote as the population moves towards greater color

After doing some further research
into the ‘Galactic Vacationer’ and
his crew, the Daily Bull found out
some strange living habits. These
people are apparently of the genus
‘Coloreater,’ meaning they need
nothing more than vibrancy in order
to survive. They devour delicious
colors, deriving most of their energy
from yellows. “While other species
rely on the yellow sun,” noted the
biology department, “These apparently need only the yellow part.”
On the other hand, they’re severely
responsive to purple pigments.
“Eating too much purple causes
them to get ‘fuguefat,’ and full” said
researchers in the DOW. “That’s a
special kind of fat wherein the aliens
are delightfully full to the point of
relaxation and lethargy. They literally
can do nothing but be contented.”
The alien culture will not rest until it
has captured a satisfactory number
of music appreciators to
take to their intergalactic
music mission. The best
recommendation we have
is that as many people as
possible comply without
resistance and help save the
rest of humanity. We may
never again have an opportunity to venture deep into
the corners of the galaxy
with another race, after all.
Help make a scientific
breakthrough. Gather at the
Orpheum Theatre in Hancock (at Studio Pizza across
from Finlandia) to see what
Galactic Vacationer, V +
The Nicotine Machine, Coloreater, and Fuguefat have
to offer. The invasion starts
Saturday at 7:30.

Tech Students Vanish in
Freak Monster Accident
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

A search-and-rescue team is being assembled following the disappearance
of a group of six Tech students this
past weekend. Reports indicate that
the students were last seen trying to
access their cars in a gravel parking
lot. A strange combination of melting
snow, rain, and the recently discovered “Houghton weather crazies”
conspired to give birth to a massive
mud monster, bigger even than the
monstrous life-depleter they call
Señor Design.
“I saw them, one by one, trying to
cross the treacherous parking lot to
their vehicles,” noted eyewitness
Jeremy Dobbs, a third-year physics
major. “They would gingerly walk
across the oozy ground, but then their
feet would get stuck! Next thing you
know, they’re pulled into the deep.”
Reports from the area are also beginning to indicate that the mud monster
enjoys devouring cars. Among the
victims were two Subarus, a slick
Murano, a mini-van, and at least 17
for Tauruses. The police have warned
people to stay away from this death
trap, lest evil and chaos befall them,
too. Stay tuned for more on this
emerging crisis.

